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Abstract
Motivated by applications such as gene expression analysis,
binary classification has achieved notable success. (e.g., can-
cer samples versus normal samples) When comes to multi-
class classification, the extension is not straightforward. There
has been two main directions on such extensions: 1) via a se-
quence of nested binary classifiers in a classification tree or
2) via classifier ensembles that integrate votes from all one-
versus all (OVA) classifiers or all all-pairs (AP) classifiers. In
this article, we present a new way to combine both strategies
in a multiclass classification.
Keywords: Multiclass classification, classifier ensemble,
classification tree, gene expression analysis.
1 Introduction
Some of the most widely used classification algorithms are
mainly designed for binary classification problems, such as
the weighted voting method proposed by Golub et al. (1999)
and the Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Vapnik, 1998). Al-
though developments have been made to extend these current
binary classification methods to directly classify multi-class
outcomes (Bredensteiner and Bennett, 1999; Lee and Lee,
2003; Lee et al., 2004), more attention has been paid to the
design of ensemble methods that integrate the prediction re-
sults of several binary classifiers into a multi-class classifica-
tion prediction (Dietterich and Bakiri, 1991; Allwein et al.,
2001; Shedden et al., 2003). This is probably due to the sim-
pler and better studied nature of binary classifiers. Along this
direction, the most popular and successful attempts are the
All-Pairs (AP; also known as one-versus-one or round robin
classifier) and the One-versus-All (OVA) strategies.
All-pairs classifiers are popular choices for multiclass clas-
sification because of their full preservation of the original
inter-class differences. Moreover, it is reasonable to believe
that, if one can distinguish perfectly between each pair of
classes, one should be able to reach a correct multiclass pred-
ication. In practice, however, for an inquiry sample, classi-
fiers between all pairs are used to giving predictions, most of
which are irrelevant to this inquiry sample with an unknown
class membership. It is then hard to decode these predications
perfectly to a correct final prediction.
Besides the all-pairs strategy, one-versus-all strategy is an-
other common way to ensemble binary classifiers. Different
from the all-pairs strategy, for an inquiry sample it is very
easy to decode the predictions produced by One-versus-all
strategy—by simply choosing the single class with highest
prediction strength against others. However, for One-versus-
all strategy, each classifier is trained based on one single class
and one merged mega-class (of all the other classes), which
leads to a potential issue of information loss.
Different from the ensemble methods, classification tree is a
strategy to have a sequence of nested binary classifiers at each
split of the tree. The final prediction for an inquiry sample is
then a product of the sequence of predictions at each splitting
node. It has long been well known for its high interpretability.
However, it sometimes suffers from instability, and methods
like bagging have been proposed to deal with this issue.
In this article, we explore new strategies that balance be-
tween AP and OVA, which also borrow advantages from clas-
sification trees. More specifically, we employ the ensemble
methods at each splitting node of a classification tree. The
study and evaluate of these new strategies are systematically
carried out in three ways: simulation, visualized classifica-
tion examples, and high-dimensional application to a microar-
ray data set. We observe clear performance differences and
learning differences between the proposed strategies and the
existing learning strategies, which may shed lights for future
research.
Acronyms used in this article:
• AP: all-pairs;
• AP-ave: all-pairs using average winning margin to de-
code;
• AP-max: all-pairs using max winning margin to decode;
• OVA: one-versus-all;
• SVS: some-versus-some strategy, the regular classifica-
tion tree strategy;
• OVS: tree based one-versus-some classifiers;
• Tree-AP: tree structured decoding of all-pairs. Conse-
quently, we may use AP-ave or AP-max at each knot.
The last two on this list, OVS and Tree-AP, are new strategies
proposed in this article.
The organization of this article is as follows. Section 2
discusses the methods evaluated in this article. More specifi-
cally, section 2.1 reviews current multiclass classification us-
ing binary classifier ensemble, section 2.2 introduces the pro-
posed tree-integrated binary classifier ensemble based on One-
versus-Some (OVS) and all pairs (Tree-AP) classifiers and
section 2.3 discusses the issue of tree construction for the tree-
based classifiers. The performance of the classifiers discussed
in the Methods section is evaluated and studied in section 3
using a small simulation example (section 3.1), an visualized
illustrative example on handwritten zip codes (section 3.2) and
finally a high-dimensional example on multi-class cancer clas-
sification using gene expressions (section 3.3).
2 Methods
2.1 Multiclass classification using binary classifiers en-
semble
In this section, we review the most commonly used binary
classifier ensemble – the All-Pairs (AP) strategy and the One-
Versus-All (OVA) strategy.
The ensemble classifier using All-pairs (AP) is based on bi-
nary classifiers between all possible pairs of classes. In other











classifiers each casts a predic-
tion and these predictions are usually organized into a coding
matrix. The coding matrix is a matrix whose entry pij is the
margin of winning for class i against class j , where a pos-
itive margin indicates that this classifier is in favor of class
i (usually, it takes the form of the class predication, 1 or -1,
multiplied by the predicted strength according to the classi-
fier between class i and class j). Different AP strategies differ
in the ways in which the coding matrix is decoded into a final
multiclass prediction. Among different AP decoding methods,
there are two that are most widely used. One (we call it AP-
ave) is to take the average margin of winning of class i against
the other classes (the row average of the coding matrix), and
assign class prediction to i if the row i has the highest average
winning margin: predicted class = argmaxi p¯i.. The other
strategy (we call it AP-max) is to find the maximum positive
margin among all entries, pij’s, and assign the inquiry sample
to the class i, that is, predicted class = argmaxi pij .
Different from the AP strategy, the One-Versus-All (OVA)
strategy usesK binary classifiers that are between a class i and
all the remaining classes (the “not-i” mega-class). The final
prediction assigns an inquiry sample to class i if the classifier
between “class i” and “the not-i mega-class” has the highest
positive winning margin. For cases where all the K binary
classifiers produce negative winning margins, the prediction is
assigned to the class with the smallest negative winning mar-
gin.
There is still no concluded preference between AP and
OVA, even in a single given application domain. Empirical
evidences have shown advantages of both strategies. The ad-
vantage of AP is that it does not merge and mix any classes in
training binary classifiers, thus information that pertains to the
inter-class differences is kept to the largest extent. However, it
suffers from the fact that it is not a complete code, in the sense
that, if an inquiry sample belongs to class 3, the classifier be-
tween (1, 2) may not produce a sensible prediction. Addition-
ally, when the sample size is very small for each class, which
is mostly the case in application domain such as gene expres-
sion analysis, AP may produce inaccurate boundaries between
classes, thus may hamper the prediction performance.
The advantage of OVA, compared to AP, is that it is a com-
plete code and that its classifiers are less affected by small
sample sizes of individual classes. However, since it aggre-
gates the “not-i” classes when training each classifier, it loses
information. As a result, the contrast between classes may be
weakened.
Finally, it should be noted that, even though they differ
much in the number of classifiers trained, the computational
complexity of AP and OVA are actually comparable. More




classifiers, the sample size needed for training of each
classifier is much smaller than OVA that uses all training data
for each classifier.
2.2 Binary classifiers ensemble in a classification tree
In an attempt to seek a balance between the AP and OVA
strategies, in this section, we study two tree-integrated binary
classifier ensemble methods.
The fundamental idea is to use a binary-tree structure to dis-
sect the dissimilarity structure between different classes, and
then apply a modified version of OVA or AP strategy to the se-
quential nested “sub-multiclass” classification problem at each
of the split nodes of a classification tree.
The idea of classification tree is not new to the field of sta-
tistical learning. When applied to multiclass classification, the
routine practice follows, what we call a “Some-Versus-Some”
(SVS) strategy. That is, a classifier is trained at each node be-
tween a left-class that consists of the classes that fall into the
left subtree and a right-class that merges those that are on the
right. The strategy is attractive not only because of its compu-
tational simplicity and satisfactory performance, but also be-
cause of its interpretability. Especially, the classifier trained at
each node captures the differences between two mega-classes
and such structured learning may yield useful knowledge re-
garding the classes studied, such as differences between two
types of cancers in cancer classification.
As discussed earlier for OVA, merging classes in multiclass
classification leads to information loss. Thus, in this article,
we implement and compare, in our tree-based ensemble meth-
ods, strategies with selective class merging (OVS) or no merg-
ing (Tree-AP) at each splitting node. Different classifiers have
been used as node-classifiers in a classification tree: linear or
nonlinear, parametric or nonparametric (Dudoit et al. (2002)).
For the convenience of computation and discussion, we only
consider two linear classifiers in this article (Fisher linear dis-
criminant analysis and Golub et al.’s weighted voting), while
the results can be generalized to nonlinear and more compu-
tationally intensive classifiers. In the following we outline the
two new strategies we propose to evaluate.
Selective merging at each splitting node: the tree-based
OVS algorithm.
1. Tree construction: Construct a binary tree using hier-
archical clustering given a dissimilarity matrix among
classes.
2. Training: Starting at the top of the tree and going down
each branch, train classifier(s) as follows: if there is only
one class in one of the two subtrees, merge all classes in
the other subtree and train a classifier between the sin-
gle class subtree and the mega-class of the other subtree;
if there is more than one class in both subtrees, for each
class below this node, train a classifier between this class
against the mega-class of the classes in the opposite sub-
tree. For example, for a node with 2 classes in the left
subtree and 3 classes in the right subtrees, 2+3 classifiers
are trained at this node.
3. Prediction: For an inquiry sample, the prediction algo-
rithm starts from the top of the tree. At each splitting
node, classifiers trained (as described above) give predic-
tion on the inquiry sample in terms of the left subtree or
the right, according to the following criteria: if there is
only one class in one of the two subtrees, apply the sin-
gle classifier trained and use the prediction directly; if
there are more than one classes in both subtrees, apply
the classifiers trained and then classify the inquiry sam-
ple to the subtree that contains the class with the highest
margin of winning. This algorithm stops when it reaches
any end node of the tree and this end node class is the
final prediction for the inquiry sample.
No class merging at each splitting node: the tree-
structured decoding for AP.
1. Tree construction: Same as above.
2. Training: At each splitting nodes, train classifiers be-
tween individual class(es) from the left subtree and indi-
vidual classes from the right subtree. For a node with 2
classes in the left subtree and 3 classes in the right sub-
trees, 2× 3 classifiers are trained at this node.
3. Prediction: For an inquiry sample, the prediction algo-
rithm starts from the top of the tree. At each splitting
node, classifiers trained (as described above) give predic-
tion on the inquiry sample in terms of the left subtree
or the right, according to the following criteria: for each
class, based on the classifiers (as described above) at this
node that involves this given class, compute the average
winning margin of this class; identify; the prediction is
then the subtree that contains the class with the highest
average winning margin at this node for the inquiry sam-
ple. The algorithm stops when it reaches any end node of
the tree and this end node class is the final prediction for
the inquiry sample.
4. Note: It can be shown that this Tree-AP procedure trains
and uses a classifier between each pair of classes once
and only once in the classification tree. Thus, we call it a
tree-structured decoding for all-pairs classifiers.
2.3 Optimal tree structure
It is easy to conclude that the performance of the tree-based
classification described above depends heavily on the quality
of the tree constructed. A natural choice as we have stated
above is to construct the tree based on dissimilarity mea-
sures between classes, given that classification performance
depends on how similar two classes are. Intuitively, one
prefers to have misclassification errors lower in the classifi-
cation tree, in other words, errors that occurs locally and mis-
classify a sample to a similar class. In this section we formally
discuss the optimal tree structure for the classifier ensembles
discussed in section 2.2.
The total error associated with tree-based classification.
Assume we have K classes: 1, . . . ,K. Each class is an end
node of the (binary splitting) classification tree. Thus, for
such a tree structure, there is sequence of K splitting nodes:
(1), . . . , (K). Since all the error are made at these splitting
nodes, it is easier to consider these splitting nodes instead of
classes (end nodes) themselves.
For each splitting node (i), define the path in the tree that
leads to it as Πi = {splitting nodes on the path}, and define
L(Πi) as the depth of (i) (length of the path or number of
nodes on this path). Assume Πi = {node(i)1 , ..., node(i)L(Πi)}
and define (1) as the root node with Π1 = ∅.
Consider the rates of two associated types of errors at (i):
EiL, EiR, where
EiL = P(Y is classified to right tree | Y belongs to left tree),
EiR = P(Y is classified to left tree | Y belongs to right tree).
Thus, if we assume e(i) be the event that the algorithm makes
an error at node (i) but not at any of its parental node (i.e., first
error that leads to an erroneous prediction occurred at node
(i)), i = 1, . . . ,K, then
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As shown in the above equation, the errors cumulate in a
multiplicative fashion as the prediction goes down the classi-
fication tree. A possible local optimization algorithm for the
tree structure is to have smaller error rates for nodes that are
higher in the tree. It should be noted that this algorithm will
give us a feasible solution via greedy merging of subtrees, al-
though it may not always be the global minimizer of the clas-
sification tree’s error rate.
Consider first to minimize E1L + E1R, denote TL = left
tree classes, TR = right tree classes,
P (j|i) = P(Y is classified to class j | Y ∈ class i)











At the splitting node (1),
∑∑
i 6=j P (i|j) can be seen as a
fixed number, given a certain classification method, Therefore,






= Within subtree error,
which means we should group similar classes within each sub-
tree.
Similarly, conditional on the fixed step (1) tree division, we
want to minimizeE2L+E2R, which is also equivalent to max-
imize the within subtree error. Iteratively, we should group
”like with like” at each merging step when we build the tree.
If we assume classical correlation measure between groups
as a good indicator of the classification error rate between
groups, the classical tree clustering algorithm is then justified
to be optimal in some “local” sense.
The actual tree construction method may differ between
OVS and Tree-AP since different information is obtained dur-
ing training. For OVS, the tree needs to be constructed before
training any classifiers, one has to rely on some distance metric
between different classes. For tree-AP, however, since we ac-
tually use the AP classifiers, we can first train these classifiers
and build a hierarchical clustering tree based on the average
prediction strength between classes.
3 Examples and results
3.1 Simulation study
In order to understand how AP, OVA, and Tree-based OVS
differ, we conducted a small simulation study and the result is
presented in this section.
100 samples are drawn from each of those four underlying
bivariate normal distributions:












































The tree structure of the four classes based on Euclidean dis-
tance as the dissimilarity metric is in Figure 1. Applying Lin-
Figure 1: Tree structure of the four classes based on the Eu-
clidean distance.
ear Discriminant Analysis as the base classifier and using pos-
terior probability as the winning margin, we obtained the clas-
sification region under AP, OVA, OVS and Tree-AP as the ag-
gregation strategies as in Figure 2.
It is not surprising to observe that for those regions far away
from the boundaries, there is little ambiguity and all aggrega-
tion strategies give the same classification result. However, for
the regions that are close to boundaries and the distributional
“overlapping” regions, these four strategies give different re-
sults. For discussion, we use the theoretical Bayes classifier
as reference. It is observed that OVA and OVS tend to give
wrong prediction for those cases close to the boundary but are
distinguishable, while AP and Tree-AP are much more accu-
rate for those cases. It is also observed that OVS gives more
reliable predictions than OVA, and Tree-AP gives more reli-
able predictions than AP, for cases close to the boundaries.
From this theoretical simulation, tree structure is show to use
additional information thus enhance the performance of AP or
OVA. Tree-AP gives the most accurate classification region in
the simulation study.
3.2 Zipcode: an illustrative example
In this section, we present the results of Tree-AP method ap-
plied to the USPS Zipcode handwritten digits data, which is
widely used in machine learning literature as a benchmark
dataset. This dataset consists of 7291 training data and 2007
test data, each of which is a normalized 16 by 16 gray-scale
handwritten digit image. For each image, the 256 pixel values
are used as the input, and its class is its digit (0-9). Example
data is as follows:
The data were discussed in Hastie and Tibshirani (1994),
where the authors achieved misclassification rate 5.5% for the
test data using deformable prototypes and LDA. Here we are
not competing with them on the misclassification rate. Instead,
we want to show how the tree structure provides us with addi-
tional learning information in the classification procedure.
1. Data processing and tree construction
On the training set, calculate the mean expression levels
of each pixel value for each class (0-9), which gives a
10 × 256 matrix, and construct a hierarchical clustering
tree between rows as the dissimilarity between classes.
The resulted clustering tree (Figure 4) is then used in
Tree-AP procedure:
2. Classification method
Since our goal is not to compete on prediction ac-
curacy with other methods, but to illustrate the idea
of OVS aggregation strategy, we choose the simple
Golub’s weighted voting method as the base classifica-
tion method, which is first used in Golub et al. (1999).
(Here we used 50 “genes” for each classifier, 25 positive
correlated and 25 negative correlated.) More specifically,
we apply Golub’s method to choose a set of “informative
pixels” (same as genes in gene expression based classi-
fication), i.e., the pixels that are most different between

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2: Classification regions under AP, OVA, Tree-AP and
Tree-OVS for the simulated example.


















Figure 4: Zipcode data hierarchical clustering tree.
based on the training data and these votes are incorpo-
rated into a final vote using weights that measure the ex-
tent of association between the given pixel and the two
classes.
3. Graphical view of the “informative genes” for each
classifiers trained in OVS:
In Figures 5 and 6, pixels selected for AP and OVS clas-
sifications are plotted on the mean images of each digit.
Red means positive correlation, while blue means nega-
tive correlation. The darker the color is, the greater the
correlation between the pixel and the class differences. It
is clearly shown graphically, that using AP or OVS, dif-
ferent learning results can be derived. In AP, pixels that
capture pairwise differences are captured. If one stud-
ies such pixels systematically, one can derive similarities
and dissimilarities among classes. However, such pat-
terns are hard to segregate. Patterns observed in Figure 6
are easier to interpret, which captures the common dif-
ferentiating pixels of a set of digits against another single
digit. These more structured learning results may lead to
more interpretable and more context-related findings in
applications such as gene expression analysis.
3.3 14 tumor data: application to gene expression analy-
sis
In the previous section, we used Zipcode data as an illustrative
example. Here, we apply OVS and Tree-AP method to 14 Tu-



















































































































Figure 7: 14 Tumor cancer data hierarchical clustering tree.
mors dataset that was first analyzed in Yeang et al. (2001) and
Ramaswamy et al. (2001). Different classification methods
have been applied to this dataset and they have been studied
and compared by many researchers, such as Li et al. (2004)
and Statnikov et al. (2005). The dataset consists of 198 human
tumor samples in total, including 14 types of tumors. For each
sample, expression levels of 15764 transcripts were measured.
Except for Leukemia, each type of tumor contains around 12
samples. The original paper split the 198 human tumor sam-
ples into 144 training data and 54 test data. For a better eval-
uation of the generalization performance, we adopted 4-fold
cross validation in this article (Kohavi (1995)).
1. Data processing and normalization
Data is first preprocessed: cleaned, normalized and cali-
brated using the following procedure:
• Clean up the data with missing values;
• Threshold the genes (any gene with value <=-1000
or >=16000 is considered as outliers);
• Median Normalization for the whole dataset. That
is, every gene expression column is divided by me-
dian, then multiply median of median
• Quantile Normalization (Amaratunga and Cabrera
(2003))
2. Tree construction For training set, calculate the mean
expression level of each gene for each class (0-9), which
gives a 14 × 15764 matrix. For OVS, construct a hier-
archical clustering tree based on the Euclidean distance
between each row. See Figure 7 as an example.
Since cross validation is used for each division of train-
ingtest data, the tree may be slightly different.
For Tree-AP, since classifiers need to be trained between
every pair of classes, a better way of constructing tree
that we explored is to use the pairwise classifier’s mean
prediction strength as the distance metric, as compared to
the Euclidean dissimilarity matrix.
3. Classification method
Both OVS and Tree-AP procedure are applied to the
clustering tree in step 1, using Golub’s weighted voting
method as the base classification method, and predicted
strength as the winning margin.
4. Classification results
To compare AP, OVA, OVS, Tree-AP fairly, we run 4-
fold cross validation for AP, OVA, OVS simultaneously,
controlling that the samples from each class in the train-
ing set are of roughly the same size. To reduce the possi-
ble random error in dividing the training set, we run the
4-fold cross validation for 10 times. The result is as fol-
lowing:
• AP, OVA, OVS comparison, using clustering tree
based on the Euclidean distance.
– Average prediction accuracy:
AP OV A OV S
0.750 0.739 0.727
– Proportion that OVS has greater or equal pre-
diction accuracy than OVA: 50%
– Proportion that OVS has greater or equal pre-
diction accuracy than AP: 30%
It is observed that although in simulated data, OVS
is seen to have better performance than OVA exclu-
sively, in real data, OVS is not always better than
OVA. The fundamental reason for this phenomenon
is the fact that the tree structure used here may not
be optimal. In other words, the misclassification
rate is not perfectly correlated to the distance be-
tween classes.
• AP, OVA, Tree-AP comparison, using clustering
tree based on prediction strength.
– Average prediction accuracy:
AP OV A Tree−AP
0.739 0.726 0.733
– Proportion that Tree-AP has greater or equal
prediction accuracy than OVA: 72.5%
– Proportion that Tree-AP has greater or equal
prediction accuracy than AP: 62.5%
We can see now that although Tree-AP has slightly
lower average prediction accuracy than AP, it ac-
tually performs for most time better than AP. The
reason why it has lower average prediction accu-
racy lies in that the prediction accuracy is sensitive
to the tree structure. The prediction strength, al-
though a better measure of misclassification error,
is still not a perfect measure, and the tree structure
is sometimes not optimal. If the tree structure is not
good, the prediction accuracy will be greatly low-
ered, thus hampers the average prediction accuracy.
4 Discussion and conclusion
In this article, we have shown that tree-based integration of
One-versus-Some classifiers provides new and more informa-
tive ways to ensemble binary classifiers in multiclass clas-
sification problem. It uses a binary-tree structure to dissect
the dissimilarity structure between different classes, and then
applies a modified version of OVA or AP strategy to the se-
quential “sub-multiclass” classification problem at the split-
ting nodes of a classification tree.
These methods show a nice balance between AP and OVA,
while providing additional information for the structure of
multiclass problems themselves, and maintaining high inter-
pretability. Simulation study shows that in theoretical situa-
tions, tree-based One-versus-Some classifiers( OVS and Tree-
AP) all outperform their ancestors: OVA and AP, while Tree-
AP will provide the most reasonable classification boundary
in a multiclass problem. Application of OVS to USPS zip
code data, a visualized classification example, clearly shows
that OVS is able to provide more useful structured information
than OVA or AP. Application of Tree-AP to the 14 tumor data
shows the potential gain in knowledge and prediction accuracy
in multi-class problems whose structure we barely know.
These methods will rely highly on the optimality of the tree
structure and we are able to provide some quite heuristic ar-
guments on how to find the optimal tree structure. The re-
sult from the application of our methods to 14 tumor data also
conveys the message that the potential gain of prediction ac-
curacy will depend on the optimality of the tree. Therefore, it
is necessary to have a good measure for the theoretical mis-
classification rate between classes in order to obtain optimal
tree structure. Examples in this article imply that neither Eu-
clidean distance nor the predicted strength can have perfect
correlation with misclassification rate, although they do have
positive relationship with it. Further investigation can be done
in order to construct better classification trees.
As in all application of classification tree, the robustness of
tree is always a big issue. The 14 tumor example implies that
the potential future study of sensitivity analysis for tree-based
integration methods needs to be done, and some methods like
bagging (Breiman (1996)) may be able to help to enhance the
performance of tree-based integration methods.
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